INITIAL RUNNING- IN

RODAGGIO

O- MANUTENZIONE ORDINARIA
When you are using the engine for the first times is necessary an initial
running-in period, basic for the proper functioning and endurance of the
engine.During this period is necessary for you to follow certain rules to
prepare the engine components for the next maximal performances.The
following tips are suggestive and it comes to help the user for a proper
running-in; the lack of respect may not bring immediate damages but you
influence in a negative way the subsequent performance of the engine,
preserving so immediately the reliability.Follow these suggestions:Once
the engine is started after you have previously checked that everything is
in order, run a few minutes to a minimum speed by giving it slow trains
without reaching the 4500/5000 speeds, reaching the operating
temperature, min. 60°, it is recommended to run it at least for 15 minutes.
Always check the the minimum speed.It is recommended that during the
first flights do not maintain the maximum speed for long periods, at least
for the first 20 lt. of fuel.Each time an engine detail comes replaced this
drill must be performed, to avoid any problem and unreliability.

LIST:
Valves- Cylinder- Piston- Crankshaft- Pads-BiellaSubsequently to the
running-in it is recommended to meet equally the rpms, 8600 rpm max. for
3 minutes, and continuing 6.600 rpm on alterning accelerations with
different intensity.
As many important is the maximum temperature of the engine oil, we
reccomend not to reach for too long period a 130° temp. and a maximum
od the maximum peaks not over 160°, if so try to modulate the
accelerations just allowing the oil to get cool.The recommended
temperature to maintain is between 95° and 120 °.

N- ARRESTO MOTORE

ENGINE STOP
To stop (turn off) the engine, actuate the appropriate command up to
complete the system shutdown. Make reference to the manufacturer of
the frame or the throttle to locate the exact position of the shutdown
button.

Temperatures oil : (Min. 60°)

(.Normal 100°/120°)

( .Max 160°)
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